St .Joseph’s College-Nainital
Class Two
English Literature Chapter one
Jatin is Lost
Q1.Where did Jatin live?
Ans: Jatin lived in his new house.
Q2.Where was Jatin’s house?
Ans: Jatin’s house was a flat in a tall building.
Q3. In which floor was Jatin’s flat?
Ans: Jatin’s flat was on the sixth floor.
Q4. What did Jatin forget?
Ans: Jatin forgot the floor he lived on.
Q5. Who helped Jatin to find his house?
Ans: The guard, the driver and his friends helped him to find his house.
Complete the Sentences on Page 4 in your Literature note copy.
**

English language
Do pages 9, 10 B and 10 C in your language copy
**

Mathematics
Pages 12, 13 and 14 to be done in the text book.

**

St .Joseph’s College-Nainital
Class Two
Social Studies
Page 7: New words to be done in the copy
Page 8 :Exercise A, B and C to be done in the copy
Science
Types of plants
Q1. What are trees?
Ans: Trees are the largest plants. They are tall and very strong with a single woody stem.
Q2. What is a woody stem called?
Ans: The woody stem is called a trunk.
Q3. What is the trunk covered with?
Ans: The trunk is covered with a bark.
Q4. What does a branch bear?
Ans: A branch bears leaves, flowers and fruits.
Q5.What are Climbers?
Ans: Climbers are plants with weak stems. They need a support to grow.
Q6.What are Creepers?
Ans: Creepers have weak stems. They grow and spread along the ground.
Q7.What is a Cactus?
Ans: A cactus is found in deserts. They have thick and thorny leaves.
Q8.What is a Shrub?
Ans: Shrubs are small plants. They have separate stems that are hard. Shrubs do not bend easily.
Q9.What are herbs?
Ans: Herbs are small soft weak stems. They only live for a season. Some herbs are used for food,
medicines and perfumes.
Do the fill in the blanks in your Science copy from Page 7.
**

